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Learning to live better with less

Tricia Hogbin
littleecofootprints.com

tricia@littleecofootprints.com

Learning to live better with less: 

Overview

• Better for who or what? 

• Impact of your current lifestyle. 

• Going green isn’t about buying green – it’s about NOT 
buying. 

• Mindful consumption – understanding where your money 
is going. 

• Alternatives to buying.

• Frugal & eco food tips. 

• Waste reduction. 
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.. better for who?

• better for:
– you

– the environment

– your family

– your local community

– the global community

• The ‘typical’ lifestyle of 
today is destructive for all of 
the above. 
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Action plan question 1: How kind is 
your lifestyle? 

• How kind is your current lifestyle on:
– you
– the environment
– your family
– your local community
– the global community

• Rate yourself:

� � � � ☺ ☺ ☺
Totally destructive                                              neutral                                              making +ve contribution

• Throughout workshop – list five simple actions that can improve the 
impact of your lifestyle on the above (Q 6 in your Action Plan).

• Homework for the super keen: Brainstorm how your current lifestyle 
impacts on each of the above. How could it be kinder? 

• Tackle all 5 areas at once or focus on one at a time?
• Thankfully what's good for one is often good for another. 
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The problem: too much stuff and 
being too busy?

• Agree?

• Mindless consumption. 
– We’re detached from the impact of 

our consumption.  

– ‘Keeping up with the Jones’s’

– Searching for something?

– Buying convenience. 

• To fund this mindless consumption 
we’re working too much. 
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Homework

Watch: 

• Did you know the three R’s 
is a hierarchy? - easy to 
forget given the focus on 
recycling. 

• The 'reduce' is so much more 
important than the 'reuse' 
and 'recycle'.

• We need to try and get less 
into our recycling bins, not 
more. 

The 3 R’s is a hierarchy
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REDUCE
REUSE

RECYCLE
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Going green is (thankfully) not 
about buying green
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It’s about not buying…
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..or more specifically – mindful 
consumption

• Money talks
• Where do you want your money to go?

– Big multi-national corporations or local businesses? 
– Companies that exploit their workers or ones that treat their 

workers fairly?
– Towards environmental destruction or environmental 

stewardship? 
– Products that are kind on the 

environment or ones that 
pollute? 

– Shareholders you don’t know 
or your local community, 
friends & family? 

– The rich or those in need? 

• Where is your money going?
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Action plan question 2: Where is 
your money going?

• List five items you buy regularly.

• Can you identify alternatives that would be fairer? 
– Fairer on you, the environment, your family, your local 

community & the global community. 

• Can you commit to the alternatives from now on?

• Are there any additional benefits?  

• Homework: 
– Observe your expenditure for a week or two. Do you know 

where your money is going? What do you know about the 
product? Is there a fairer alternative?

– Tackle one product at a time. It might take you a few years –
but that’s OK. 
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Ethical & sustainable shopping can 
cost more….

• but that’s OK because you can afford it if you buy less.
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Alternatives to buying

Overview

• Manage with less

• Repurpose or mend 
something you already have

• Hire

• Borrow

• Swap

• Freecycle
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Collaborative 
consumption

A paint smock 
repurposed from
an old T-shirt
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Manage with less

• We have SO MUCH STUFF
– Do you really need it all? 

– Does your child need all those 
toys?

– Or all those clothes? 

– Does it really make you (or your 
child) happy?

• STOP and think before you 
buy. 

• Redistribute what you have 
and don’t need.
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Pantry popcorn play. 
Children really 
don’t need a lot of toys. 

My living with less experiment
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• I took the ‘six items or 
less challenge’.

• I wore only these six 
items for an entire 
month.

• sixitemsorless.com

• Nobody even noticed!

• I learnt loads…

Six things I learnt from wearing less

1. Simplicity is a good thing when you 
are busy. 

2. It’s easy to be organised when you 
only have six items of clothing to 
manage.

3. Hand-washing isn’t that hard.

4. Ironing is a great way of freshening 
up already worn clothes.

5. Those 50’s housewives were smart 
~ Aprons are a good thing.

6. Less washing = saving energy and 
water. Tricia Hogbin
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Taking it a step further - my 
wardrobe declutter
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• I’m trying to apply ‘six items or 
less’ to my entire wardrobe.

• No more than six skirts, six t-shirts, 
six blouses, six pairs of shoes, and 
so on.

• Anything beyond the six is 
donated so that someone 
else can give the clothes the 
wear they deserve.

• If I want to add to my 
wardrobe, I apply the 'one in, 
one out' method.

Eco homework

Declutter your family's 
wardrobes, donating or 
selling what you don’t
really need. 

Make some money by 
selling your unwanted 
clothes on ebay or at 
markets like: 
raidmywardrobe.com.au
babykidsmarket.com.au

Repurpose or mend

• Many products have a ‘planned
obsolescence’ (use-by-date)
– Go for simple rather than 

complicated

– Go for quality over price 
(you will win in the long run)

• Resist temptation to buy new 
rather than mend. 

• Mend yourself or find someone
who can. 
– You can find videos on YouTube for 

most mending techniques –
darning, hemming, sewing on a 
button. 

• If beyond repair – repurpose
into something new. Tricia Hogbin
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I had the handle 
welded back onto my coffee pot. 

Produce bags made from old curtains

Collaborative Consumption

• Do you really need a tent when you only 
go camping once or twice a year?

• Or that electrical drill that only ever gets 
used a few times?

• Or all your books and DVD’s, that you 
will likely never watch or read again? 

• Collaborative consumption offers a more 
sensible & environmentally friendly 
alternative to owning stuff.
– Hire 

– Lend/borrow

– Swap

– Trade (auslets.org/hunter)

– Freecycle (groups.freecycle.org/newcastlefreecycle/description)

– Share

– Donate
Tricia Hogbin
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Frugal and eco food tips

• Food is often the biggest component of our ecological impact.

• Overview:
– Become a Frugavore

– Skip the supermarket

– Avoid packaged 
& processed

– Eat less meat

– Switch to sustainable meat

– Buy local & seasonal

– Buy in bulk

– Manage your pantry

– Grow your own

– Forage

– Reduce food waste
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Victoria's Ecological Footprint by consumption category
Source: epa.vic.gov.au/ecologicalfootprint/ausFootprint

Eco homework: Investigate your own ecological 
footprints at:
epa.vic.gov.au/ecologicalfootprint/calculators/ 
powerhousemuseum.com/online/bigfoot/

Become a frugavore

• “A frugavore makes the most 

of what they have, supports 

best practices in farming, 

wastes nothing and grows 

their own food when they 

can”. 

• “returning to simple, fresh, 

seasonal food and 

reconnecting with the farm.”

Arabella Forge.   
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http://www.frugavore.com/

Skip the supermarket

• Supermarkets are the hardest place 
to save money and make fair & eco 
choices. Instead shop via: 
– Food cooperatives. e.g. 

beanstalk.org.au/ or  start your own.

– Community Supported Agriculture. e.g. 
purplepear.net.au and Neighborhood 
Supported Agriculture 
(transitionnewcastle.org.au/project/no
urishing-newcastle)

– Farmers Markets. e.g. 
newcastlecityfarmersmarket.com.au

– Direct from the farm. e.g. 
pickyourown.org/australia.htm

– Your local – greengrocer, butcher, baker
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Skipping Supermarkets, shopping 
malls and super chains

• My household is skipping 
supermarkets, shopping malls 
and super chains for all of 
2012. 

• It’s relatively easy to do here 
in Newcastle.

• Fun way to contribute 
towards a fairer and more 
sustainable community. 

• Want to join me? Even if it’s 
just for a week or a month. 
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Minimise packaged and processed 
food

• Embrace home-cooked meals
– Make your meals from raw 

ingredients rather than relying on 
processed or pre-packaged food. 

– Feel OK about serving simple 
meals. 

• e.g. a poached egg on rice and 
greens, or scrambled eggs on 
toast. 

– Skip packaged breakfast cereals
• Porridge, homemade muesli, 

eggs, fruit etc

• Make foods you eat often from 
scratch (when you can)
– e.g. homemade yoghurt costs me 

$2.20 kg vs $8.99 for bought. 
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Action plan question 4:

• Pick one processed &/or 
packaged food you buy 
regularly. 

• Could you reduce food 
miles, cost & 
environmental impact by 
making it yourself? 

• Is it possible to make from 
scratch? 
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Eat less meat

• Meat is one of the largest components 
of our ecological footprint. 

• Tips for introducing vegetarian 
meals to the family: 
– Cook vegetarian versions of familiar meals 

• e.g. lentil loaf, vegetarian shepherd’s pie or 
lasagne.  

– Pick meals not thought of as vegetarian 
• e.g. pizza, bean nachos

– Meal plan and be organised
• Soak and cook beans in advance and freeze 

portions

• Use meat wisely. 
– e.g. a single organic chook can be used for a 

roast, leftovers on sandwiches and salad, 
and nutritious bones used to make a stock. 
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Eco homework

Try ‘meat free Mondays’
Choose one new 
vegetarian meal to try 
each week.  

Switch to sustainable meat

• E.g. sustainably harvested wild meat
– Kangaroo 

• far cheaper than other red meats

• Recipe ideas: 
– http://witcheskitchen.com.au/recipes

– macromeats-gourmetgame.com.au/Recipes

– Download ROOcipes for free at 
https://rirdc.infoservices.com.au/items/10-186

– Rabbit

– Goat

– sustainable seafood
• Msc.org certified salmon 

(& shortly tuna)

• Australia’s sustainable seafood
Guide: sustainableseafood.org.au
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Eat local & with the seasons

• Eating local and seasonal produce is good for
– your health, hip pocket, the environment & local business.

• Want to know an easy way to know what produce is in 
season?
– Avoid places that sell 

non-seasonal food. 

– Instead shop at: 

• Food cooperatives

• CSA’s

• Farmers Markets

• Direct from farm
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Preserve seasonal food for when it 
is out-of-season & expensive

• Preserving food doesn’t have 
to be complicated or time 
consuming. 
– One of the easiest and fastest 

ways to preserve food is to 
freeze it. 
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Buy in bulk

• Saves money and reduces waste. 
• Buy from food co-ops, buying 

clubs, organic stores, online. 
• Buy what you eat (otherwise it 

will simply go to waste).
• In our house our pantry 

‘bought in bulk’ items include: 
– Nuts - snacks
– Chickpeas – main meals, salads, hummus, casseroles, soups and 

curries
– Mung beans – sprouts, salads, soups, and stir-fries
– Popcorn – snacks
– Red lentils – dahl, lentil loaf and burgers, soups
– Polenta and oats - porridge

• Important to manage your pantry…
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Manage your pantry
• Freeze grains and flours before going into pantry to kill 

pantry moth eggs.

• Every week I top up jars from air-tight buckets.

• ‘Shop’ from your pantry first & meal plan.

• Every three months I empty buckets and assess what we 
need and ‘need to use up’. 
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Grow your own

• Start small
– Sprouts or microgreens on kitchen 

bench
– A few pots of your favourite vegetables 

and herbs

• Grow what you like to eat
• Need more space? - Join a local 

community garden
• Join a local gardening group for 

advice.
– e.g. Permaculture Hunter, Hunter 

Organic growers Society 

• or do a course. 
– e.g upcoming part-time permaculture 

design certificate at Purple Pear

• Growing from seed will save you 
money. 
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Lead safe urban gardening

• Urban/inner-city areas and also properties with pre 1970 
timber homes may have heavy metal contamination in 
the soil (e.g. lead)

• Lead testing kits available from: 
lead.org.au/clp/products/Do-It-Yourself-Lead-Safe-Test-
Kits-20070526.html

• Or frugal option is to assume
you have lead and play safe. 

• Can garden safely by: 
– Raised garden beds

– Pots

– Fruit trees OK in soil
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Forage
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Wild fruit trees – road side apples Weeds - Blackberry

Bush tucker – NZ Spinach Edible weeds- PurslaneAbandoned fruit trees

Reduce food waste

• Keep an eye on contents of fridge and pantry. 

• Weekly meal plan
– Clean out fridge and go through pantry

• Eat the inedible
– Parsley stalks as celery in soup

– Beetroot chips

– Potato skins and pumpkin seeds

• Make stock 
from old 
vegetables 
and scraps
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Tips for reducing the amount of 
waste that leaves your home

• Overview

– Create an organised recycling system

– Switch to reusables

– Simplify your personal care

– Waste free lunches
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Guinea pigs

Chooks

Compost

Worms

Minimising waste is all about being 
organised

• There’s loads of options for reducing how much waste 
you throw in the bin:
– Recycle, compost, worms, bokashi bin, chickens, guinea pigs or 

rabbits, 

Here’s our system: 
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Guinea pigs

Chooks

Compost

Worms
Rubbish

Recyclables

Paper recycling
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Does your bin really need a plastic 
bag? 

• Have you wondered what 
to use as a bin liner once 
you start remembering to 
use your reusable bags? 

• A plastic bag is totally 
unnecessary. 

• I simply place newspaper 
in the base of the bin and 
when its full we pick up 
the bin and take it outside 
and tip it in the garbage 
bin. 
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Switch to reuseables
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Simplify your skin care

• There are many ways 
to simplify (and 
detoxify) your skin 
care. 

• Here’s some of what 
works for me: 
– Wash my face with 

honey

– Wash my hair with 
bicarb and rinse with 
vinegar (no-poo
method)

– Wash with almond or 
olive oil
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Eco homework
Try washing your face with honey. Give it a 
go for a month. It’s simple, natural, 
package-free, renewable, frugal and great 
for your skin. 

Waste free lunches

• Embrace food that comes with it’s 
own packaging. 
– eg. eggs and fruit

• Choose simple & durable lunch 
boxes. 
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Organising a weeks worth of waste 
–free lunches

• I try and organise the contents of a 
weeks worth of lunches at the start 
of the week. 

• Here’s a few foods I prepare ahead: 
– Dish out yoghurt into small containers
– Slice cheese sticks or cubes and put in 

small containers
– Create small containers of dried fruit
– Make a batch of pikelets or mini 

muffins, put in small containers and 
place in freezer. 

– Make a dip (e.g. hummus or red 
kidney bean dip) and divide into small 
containers

– Create small containers of vegetable 
sticks or crackers. 

– Make sandwiches and freeze

• Each morning I then grab one of 
each and throw in a lunch box.
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We LOVE our Kids Konserve
stainless steel mini containers

All this washing & cooking from 
scratch does take more time…

• ..but it comes down to 
your priorities.

• Change your attitude 
towards ‘chores’.
– Be mindful

– Practice Karma yoga

• Keep things simple. 

• Can you reduce your work 
hours? 

• Can you work flexible 
hours? 
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Thank you
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